**The Verse**
This 3-Issue Arc features Spider-Man in both the Photographic and Illustrated Universes. The first issue focused on Spidey’s adventures in the MCU. This issue features the return of the Sinister Syndicate, and the final issue takes a look at some unique Spider-people across the Spider-Verse!

**Hydro-Man**
**Fluid Tactics** lets you convert ATK from a *Combat* Plot Twist into DEF (or vice versa). For example, if you play a Plot Twist that gives him +3 ATK, you could have him gain +3 DEF instead. It has to be all or nothing. You can’t play a Plot Twist that gives him +3 ATK and +1 DEF.

Note: +1/+1 counters granted from Plot Twists can’t be converted by *Fluid Tactics*.

**Boomerang**
Boomerang can “throw” a different Boomerang each turn at one front row and one back row enemy. You can choose a front row character on one side and a back row character on a different side. If there are no enemy front row characters you can just choose an enemy back row character (and vice versa).

**Hobgoblin**
As Hobgoblin appears, **Nothing Without the Green Goblin** will copy any “appears” powers on face-up Green Goblin characters on your side (like *Blast*).

**Secret Hideout**
**Family is a Source of Weakness** lets your Main Character take a Hostage. If you have any Secret Hideouts in your deck, you must bring a Hostage pile, which includes one or more different Supporting Characters with the *Friends and Family* keyword.

When you play Secret Hideout, one of your Main Characters takes a Hostage. Choose a character from your Hostage pile and put it beneath the Secret Hideout as a Hostage. Your Main Character gets the Keyword Power granted by that Hostage while that Main Character is in your front row.

**Sinister Three**
Chameleon, Hobgoblin, and Shocker are three new Main Characters with the **Sinister Six** keyword. Remember, when you build a Sinister Six deck, you choose any six Sinister Six characters to be the Main Characters for that deck.

**Chameleon**
If Chameleon appears in the middle of the game, then **Blessing in Disguise** will copy any “appears” powers on face-up Supporting Characters on your side.
For example, if you take Mary Jane hostage, your Main Character will gain **Pounce** while it’s in your front row. (It doesn’t have to be protecting anyone.)

When that Main Character gets stunned or leaves play, turn the Secret Hideout face down and set the **Hostage** aside. (It doesn’t go back to your Hostage pile.) Similarly, if an effect turns the Secret Hideout face down, set the **Hostage** aside.

Once the **Hostage** card is no longer beneath the Secret Hideout it also stops granting its Keyword Power.

It’s possible for the same Main Character to have multiple Hostages (one for each Secret Hideout you play while you have that Main Character).

Note: A **Hostage** is never actually in play. It’s either in a Hostage pile, beneath a Secret Hideout, or set aside (after leaving a Secret Hideout).

Choose Keywords

The following keyword is featured on a card without a description.

**Immobile:** This character can’t move during your Formation Step.

---

**Checklist**

**Main Characters**
- Chameleon (Level 1 only)
- Hobgoblin (Level 1 only)
- Shocker (Level 1 only)

**Supporting Characters**
- 4 Beetle
- 4 Trapster
- 4 Hydro-Man
- 4 Speed Demon
- 4 Boomerang
- 4 Hobgoblin
- 4 Shocker
- 4 Tombstone
- 4 Lizard

**Plot Twists**
- 4 Concealed Firearm
- 4 Teamwork Makes the Scheme Work
- 4 Working Together, How Can We Fail?

**Locations**
- 4 Secret Hideout
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Find more characters from the Sinister Syndicate team in the following Vs. System® 2PCG® products. Available now!
- Sinister Syndicate
- Crossover Vol 1
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